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CJ289-12/12 REVISED DRAFT LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY 
 
WARD: All 
  
RESPONSIBLE Ms Dale Page 
DIRECTOR: Planning and Community Development 
  
FILE NUMBER: 30622, 101515 
  
ATTACHMENTS: Attachment 1  Housing Opportunity Area maps 
 
 
 
PURPOSE 
 
For Council to endorse changes to the boundaries and densities of certain of the Housing 
Opportunity Areas proposed in the City’s draft Local Housing Strategy, for the purposes of 
communicating these changes to the community.  
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of the Local Housing Strategy (LHS) is to provide a firm rationale for 
determining future housing needs within the City of Joondalup.  The Local Housing Strategy 
will provide a context for the preparation of the new Local Planning Scheme in respect of the 
residential development and density provisions to be contained in the new scheme and 
associated policies.  
 
A principal recommendation of the draft Local Housing Strategy is to introduce Housing 
Opportunity Areas (HOAs) as areas suitable for higher residential densities. 
 
The draft Local Housing Strategy was extensively advertised in 2010 with approximately 
7,000 submissions being received. 
 
Council considered the public submissions received and, at its meeting held on 15 February 
2011 (CJ006-02/11 refers), resolved to adopt the strategy with the minor expansion of two 
HOAs.  The document was then forwarded to the Western Australian Planning Commission 
(WAPC), via the Department of Planning, for endorsement.  
 
The Department of Planning has requested the City to amend the draft LHS to respond more 
strongly to state planning documents and policies, specifically by increasing the number and 
size of HOAs and by quite significantly increasing the densities within the HOAs.  
 
Consequently, certain changes are proposed to the draft LHS and this report outlines the 
changes proposed to the boundaries and densities of certain of the HOAs, for the purposes 
of communicating the proposed changes to the community.   
 
Following communication of changes to the community and once the draft LHS document 
itself has been amended, the document will be forwarded to the WAPC for endorsement. 
Once endorsed the LHS recommendations, including any changes to densities within HOAs, 
will be implemented through a new Local Planning Scheme and a range of supporting local 
planning policies. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
The City is undertaking a review of its current District Planning Scheme No. 2 (DPS2) with a 
view to putting in place a new Local Planning Scheme. Before the new sheme can be 
finalised, the City needs to develop a number of supporting documents that will inform the 
new scheme, including a Local Planning Strategy (LPS), a Local Housing Strategy (LHS) 
and a Local Commercial Strategy (LCS). 
 
The purpose of the LHS is to provide a firm rationale for determining future housing needs 
within the City of Joondalup.  The LHS will provide a context for the preparation of the new 
Local Planning Scheme in respect of the residential development and density provisions to 
be contained in the new scheme and associated policies.  
 
As a precursor to the development of the draft LHS, a Housing Intentions Community Survey 
was conducted in April and May 2009. Around 2,200 surveys were mailed to randomly 
selected residents across the City to ascertain the housing needs and requirements of local 
residents both at that time, and into the future. An online version of the survey and a 
downloadable version of the survey were also made available on the City’s website.  
 
Feedback received from the Housing Intentions Community Survey was used to inform the 
development of the draft LHS.  
 
A principal recommendation of the draft Local Housing Strategy is to introduce Housing 
Opportunity Areas (HOAs) as areas suitable for higher residential densities. 
 
The original HOA boundaries were established utilising the following broad selection criteria: 
 
x 800 metre catchment around Currambine, Joondalup, Edgewater, Whitfords, 

Greenwood and Warwick railway stations; 
x 800 metre catchment around the Joondalup City Centre and the regional centres of 

Whitford and Warwick; 
x 400 metre catchment around the district centres of Woodvale, Greenwood and 

Currambine; 
x 400 metre catchment around neighbourhood centres close to high frequency public 

transport services; 
x 400 metre catchment around high frequency bus routes; 
x suburbs which would benefit from revitalisation;  
x land abutting Right of Ways (laneways). 
 
The boundaries of the original HOAs were generally drawn along road centre lines, rather 
than between properties or at the rear of properties.  
 
Council at its meeting held on 16 March 2010 (CJ032-03/10 refers), resolved to advertise the 
draft LHS for public comment for a period of 60 days.  
 
Public consultation on the draft LHS was undertaken from 3 June 2010 to 16 August 2010 in 
the following manner: 
 
x 63,685 letters and brochures, incorporating a survey with a reply paid envelope, were 

mailed out to residents and owners of the 58,087 residential properties in the City; 
x Owners of commercial and mixed-use properties outside the City Centre received a 

letter advising them of the recommendation to change the residential density of their 
properties; 
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x Two public information sessions were held on Thursday, 17 June 2010 and Saturday, 
19 June 2010 and were very well attended (100+ people at each session); 

x A dedicated web page was created on the City’s website and a dedicated telephone 
line enabled enquiries to be answered promptly; 

x Numerous notices and newspaper articles also appeared in the local newspapers; 
x City staff received numerous enquiries regarding the draft LHS both by phone and in 

person at the City’s administration building. 
 
A total of 6,926 valid surveys were returned. Separate to the survey, 88 written submissions 
and a number of multi-signature letters were also received. 
 
Council considered the public submissions received, and at its meeting held on 15 February 
2011 (CJ006-02/11 refers), resolved to adopt the strategy with the minor expansion of two 
HOAs.   
 
The document was then forwarded to the WAPC (via the Department of Planning) for 
endorsement.  
 
In January 2012, the City received advice from the Department of Planning which stated the 
draft LHS could respond more strongly to state planning documents and policies. The 
Department requested that the City provide further justification for its approach in identifying 
the Housing Opportunity Areas (HOAs) and applying the proposed residential densities.  
 
The City provided further formal advice and justification in support of the draft LHS to the 
Department of Planning in February 2012. 
 
The Department of Planning then advised the City that it was not prepared to support the 
draft LHS until the document responded more strongly to state planning documents and 
policies, specifically by increasing the number and size of HOAs and by quite significantly 
increasing the densities within the HOAs.  
 
The Department then provided formal feedback regarding suggested changes to the draft 
LHS.  
 
 
DETAILS 
 
In summary, the requirements of the Department of Planning include:  
 
x Significantly increasing the proposed densities for each HOA; 
x Expanding the boundaries of the HOAs to include all properties within walkable 

catchments; 
x Creating new HOAs around all neighbourhood centres, the Currambine District Centre 

and Sorrento Quay;  
x Creating/expanding HOAs around high frequency bus routes. 
 
The spatial implications of the above are significant, particularly the creation of HOAs around 
all neighbourhood centres and around high frequency bus routes, given that the majority of 
the City of Joondalup would then be subject to significant density increases if the above 
requirements were implemented. 
 
The City discussed its concerns about the approach proposed by the Department of 
Planning with departmental officers and advised the City would investigate possible changes 
to the LHS but would not be prepared to entertain all the changes suggested.  
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In order to respond to the Department of Planning’s requirements, the following general 
principles have been discussed with the Department and have formed the basis of proposed 
changes to the draft LHS: 
 
x Maintain the existing number of HOAs, with no new HOAs proposed; 
 
x Increase the size of the existing HOAs around train stations to ensure that all 

properties within a walkable distance of 800m are included; 
 
x Increase the size of the existing HOAs around Greenwood and Woodvale centres to 

ensure that all properties within a walkable distance of 400m are included; 
 
x Use common sense in drawing these boundaries by not drawing the boundary part of 

the way through a street block between two properties, but instead trying to align 
boundaries with streets. This may result in extra properties being included in HOAs 
that are not within the walkable catchment; 

 
x Increase the density in close proximity to train stations from R20/40 to R20/60 and 

increase the density of the rest of the properties within these HOAs to R20/40 to act as 
a buffer between the R60 properties and surrounding R20 properties; 

 
x Increase the density in close proximity to the Secondary Centres of Whitford and 

Warwick from R20/40 to R20/60 and increase the density of the rest of the properties 
within these HOAs to R20/40 to act as a buffer between the R60 properties and 
surrounding R20 properties; 

 
x With the exception of HOA 3 and 9, increase the density of all other properties in other 

HOAs to R20/40; 
 
x HOA 8 has been expanded to include additional lots which are proposed to be 

increased from R20 to R20/30. 
 
The Department of Planning’s specific advice for each HOA, and the City’s proposed 
response, is outlined below: 
 
HOA 1: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include properties on the eastern side of the Mitchell Freeway that 

are within the 800m of the Warwick train station. 
x Increase the density code around the Warwick train station to at least R40, preferably 

much higher. 
x Increase the density code of properties with the 400m catchment of Warwick shopping 

centre to at least R50, desirable R70. 
x Increase the density area around Carine Glades shopping centre to at least R30, 

desirable R50. 
 
City’s response (see Page 1 of Attachment 1): 
 
x Expand the HOA to include properties on the eastern side of the Mitchell Freeway that 

are within the 800m of the Warwick train station. 
x Increase the density code generally to R20/40 and introduced R20/60 adjacent to the 

Warwick train station and Warwick shopping centre. 
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HOA 2: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include areas within 400m catchment of Greenwood Village, 

specifically south of Warwick Road. 
x Increase the density code to at least R40, desirable R60, within 400m catchment of 

Greenwood shopping centre. 
 
City’s response (see Page 2 of Attachment 1): 

 
x Expand the HOA to include areas within 400m catchment of Greenwood Village, 

specifically south of Warwick Road. 
x Increase the density code generally within the HOA to R20/40. 
 
HOA 3: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x No issues with this HOA. 
x No objections to the inclusion of Syree Court and part of Arkwell Way.  
 
City’s response (see Page 3 of Attachment 1): 

 
x No change. 
 
HOA 4: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within the 800m catchment of the 

Greenwood train station (Greenwood, Kingsley, Duncraig). 
x Increase the density code to at least R40, preferably much higher around the station. 
x Expand the HOA to include residential properties in Duncraig which are located within 

400m of a bus stop. 
 
City’s response (See Page 4 of Attachment 1) 

 
x Increase the density code to R20/40, and introduce R20/60 adjacent to the Greenwood 

train station. 
 
HOA 5: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Increase the density code within the 400m catchment of Whitfords shopping centre to 

at least R50, desirable R70. 
x Expand the HOA to include properties within a 400m catchment to the west of Craigie 

Plaza, and be coded at least R30, desirable R50. 
x Expand the HOA to include properties in Craigie and Kallaroo with 400m of bus route 

on Whitfords and Marmion Ave respectively. 
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City’s response (see Page 5 of Attachment 1) 
 

x Increase the density code generally to R20/40, and introduced R20/60 within the 400m 
catchment to the south of Whitfords shopping centre. 

 
HOA 6: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within the 800m catchment of Whitfords train 

station, particularly north of Whitfords Avenue in Woodvale. 
x Increase the density code around the Whitfords station to be a minimum of R40, 

preferably much higher. 
x Expand the HOA to include all land within 400m of Woodvale shopping centre, and 

increase density within this area to be at least R40. 
x Expand the HOA to include properties in Woodvale within 400m of bus route on 

Whitfords Avenue.  
 
City’s response (see Page 6 of Attachment 1)  

 
x Increase the density code generally to R20/40, and introduce R20/60 around the 

Whitfords train station. 
x Expand the HOA to include all land within a walkable 400m catchment of Woodvale 

shopping centre. 
 
HOA 7: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within the 800m catchment of the Edgewater 

train station, specifically properties in Beldon. 
x Increase the density code to be a minimum of R40, preferably much higher around the 

station. 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within 200m of Belridge City shopping centre. 
 
 
City’s response (see Page 7 of Attachment 1) 

 
x Increase the density code generally to be R20/40, and introduce R20/60 adjacent to 

Edgewater train station. 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within a walkable 200m of catchment 

Belridge City shopping centre. 
 
HOA 8: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Increase densities around the Edgewater train station to at least R40, preferably much 

higher. 
x Expand the HOA to include the existing R20 area south of Ocean Reef Road, east of 

Trappers Drive. 
x Expand the HOA to include more properties surrounding the Woodvale shopping 

centre. 
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City’s response (see Page 8 of Attachment 1) 
 
x Increase the density code generally to be R20/40. 
x Expand the HOA to include the existing R20 area south of Ocean Reef Road, east of 

Trappers Drive, and code R20/30. 
 
HOA 9: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include properties within Connolly and Ocean Reef that are within 

400m of a bus stop. 
 
City’s response (see Page 9 of Attachment 1) 

 
x No change to this area. 
 
HOA 10: 
 
Department of Planning advice 
 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within 800m of the Currambine train station 

(excluding existing R80 coded land). 
x Increase the density code within the area to at least R40, preferably much higher. 
x Increase the density code within the existing R40 coded area of Kinross. 
 
City’s response (see Page 10 of Attachment 1) 

 
x Expand the HOA to include all properties within a walkable 800m catchment of the 

Currambine train station (excluding existing R80 coded land). 
x Increase the density code adjacent to the Currambine train station to R20/60. 

 
The HOA maps have been modified to reflect these changes. 
 
 
Issues and options considered: 
 
Making changes 
 
Council has the option of resolving not to make any changes suggested by the Department 
of Planning. Instead the City could ask the WAPC to make a determination on the draft LHS 
as previously submitted to the WAPC. In this case the WAPC is likely to refuse to endorse 
the LHS and the City will not be able to finalise its new Local Planning Scheme until a LHS is 
in place.   
  
The City could make all the changes suggested by the Department of Planning. This would 
result in an almost carte blanche and uncoordinated approach to densification, which has 
subsequently been acknowledged in part by departmental officers.  
 
Alternatively, the City could opt to make some of the common sense changes suggested by 
the Department, specifically increasing density around train stations and larger centres and 
basing the boundaries of HOAs on walkable catchments from centres and stations.  The City 
could also take a more moderate and targeted approach to densification. The Department of 
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Planning has indicated that this approach could be supported by the Department, provided 
the City provides clear explanation and strong justification for the moderated approach.  
 
Communicating changes to the community with or without the LHS document 
 
The Council has the following options to consider: 
 
1. The Council could endorse the changes to the HOAs at this meeting and 

communicate, with the public sooner rather than later (as early as January 2013) 
regarding the proposed changes. The City could then work concurrently on finalising 
the LHS document and any feedback from the public could be reported back to the 
Council at the same time the Council is asked to finally adopt the document and refer 
it on to the WAPC (possibly April 2013). 
 
Advantages: The community is eager to see progression of the LHS and is becoming 
impatient with the protracted process. This option would enable early information flow 
to the City’s residents so that they are updated on where the City is headed with the 
LHS.  
 
Disadvantages: The LHS will not be finalised when the changes to the HOAs are 
communicated to the public. As such there will be limited supporting information to 
provide to the community which would provide the rationale and likely implications of 
proposed density changes. This may result in a large load being placed on City 
officers who could potentially field hundreds of phone calls from residents seeking 
explanation of the changes.  
  

2. The Council could decide to wait until the LHS document is finalised in February or 
March 2013 before communicating changes to the HOAs. 
 
Advantages: This approach would assist in providing all residents with all the 
background and explanatory information they need to understand the implications of 
the changes. Whilst this would not eliminate queries from the public, it would assist in 
reducing the workload of City officers and ensuring consistency of information 
received by the public.  
 
Disadvantages: The community is impatient and eager to see progress on the LHS. 
This option would not allow for early release of proposed density changes to the 
public and could potentially result in a delay in finalising the LHS and sending it to the 
WAPC for endorsement (possibly only July 2013).      

 
  
Consultation versus information 
 
A number of options to communicate the revised HOAs to affected landowners are available, 
including: 
 
1. Consultation: The City could refer/advertise proposed changes to residents and 

actively seek their comments and feedback on the proposals. 
 
Advantages: The community would feel that they have had input on a strategy that 
affects them directly and the future development of the City.  Consulting with the 
community and then actually responding to valid concerns raised by making further 
changes to the LHS would ensure the community takes ownership of the strategy 
and the proposed density increases, which will minimise delays to the finalisation of 
the new Local Planning Scheme.  
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Disadvantages: Given the feedback and direction from the Department of Planning, 
there is likely to be limited scope to make further changes to the revised HOAs as a 
result of any community concerns. If the Council decides to consult with the residents 
and then doesn’t make any changes in response to concerns expressed, the 
consultation process could be viewed by the community as a token exercise only and 
this could result in dissatisfaction on behalf of certain residents and cause cynicism 
about future consultation processes.   

 
2. Information: The City could inform or notify residents of the proposed changes to the 

HOAs and, although any feedback from the residents could be used to make minor 
changes to the LHS before final adoption, the community could be advised up front 
that any further significant changes are unlikely.  

 
Advantages: The residents will receive early information about what is happening 
with the draft LHS and, if the City’s reasons for simply notifying residents (instead of 
consulting) are made clear, this may help in managing the expectations of the 
community about any other significant changes to the HOAs and this in turn may 
assist in reducing officer workload in having to explain this to individual residents.  
 
Disadvantages: The community may feel dissatisfied at not being able to further 
influence the outcomes of the draft LHS. 
 

3. Consultation and information: Council has the option of consulting with certain 
residents who it feels are most affected by the proposed changes (those newly 
included in a HOA) and notifying all other residents: 
 
x those who are already in a HOA but affected by a density change; 
x those just outside of a new HOA boundary; and  
x all other residents of the City.   
 
Advantages: Residents newly included in a HOA would have further input on a 
strategy that affects them directly. 
  
Disadvantages: All other residents may feel dissatisfied at not being able to further 
influence the outcomes of the draft LHS.  
 
Those already in a HOA may feel they’re being negatively impacted by a proposed 
further increase in density. Those who weren’t opposite a HOA before but will be 
opposite or adjacent to a HOA now as a result of a boundary amendment may feel 
they’re being negatively impacted. Other residents outside HOAs may feel that they 
are being deprived of an opportunity to develop their properties when others are now 
being given an opportunity.  
 
These residents, who believe they are also impacted (or deprived of opportunity) by 
proposed changes to the HOAs, may feel it is unfair that certain residents are given 
an opportunity for input and they are not.  

 
Timing of consultation 
 
Council’s Community Consultation and Engagement Policy states that:  
 
“Consultations are not to be conducted during the summer break (between the last Ordinary 
Meeting of Council in December to the first Ordinary Meeting of Council in February), unless 
otherwise stipulated by Council. Consultations to meet statutory planning requirements may 
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be conducted during the summer break, as they are approved by the Chief Executive 
Officer.” 
Council could choose not to refer and/or advertise the proposed changes to the HOAs until 
late February, in strict accordance with the requirements of the policy. This would mean that 
the proposed changes would not be brought to the community’s attention until late February. 
 
If however Council considered that it was important to bring the proposed changes to HOAs 
to the community’s attention earlier rather than later, letters could be posted and 
advertisements could be placed in newspapers and on the City’s website during the summer 
break.  
 
 
Legislation/Strategic Community Plan/Policy Implications 
 
Strategic Community Plan: 
 
Key Theme:  Quality Urban Environment. 
 
Objective: Quality built outcome. 
 
Policy: 
 
The draft LHS recommendations include the development of policy and design provisions to 
ensure high quality development occurs in the HOAs. 
 
Risk Management Considerations: 
 
If changes are not made to the draft LHS, it is unlikely the document will receive the support 
of the Department of Planning and the endorsement of the WAPC. This will prevent the City 
from finalising its new Local Planning Scheme. 
  
Releasing the proposed changes to the HOAs to the community in absence of the 
supporting documentation of the LHS could result in confusion in the community and a 
burden being placed on City officers, having to spend time explaining the justifications for 
and implications of the changes on individual residents. Although a set of Frequently Asked 
Questions could be placed on the website and provided to residents upon request or 
accompanying any referral letters, these would only answer certain questions residents may 
have and will not cover off property specific questions.    
 
If the City does not consult on the changes to the HOAs, the community could feel they 
weren’t able to have a say on an issue that affects many residents directly. If however, the 
City consults with the community, knowing it cannot and will not make any further significant 
changes to the LHS, this could create false expectations and lead to dissatisfaction in the 
community.  
 
If the community is informed of changes to the HOAs and their feedback is not actively 
sought, they may dissatisfied at not being able to further influence the outcomes of the draft 
LHS. This could result in negative feedback when zoning and density changes are again 
advertised during the process of finalising the new Local Planning Scheme. 
 
Consulting with some residents and simply informing others may result in dissatisfaction 
from certain sectors of the community. They may feel they are being negatively impacted or 
deprived of development opportunity as a result of changes to HOAs and are not being given 
an opportunity to influence the outcome, whilst others are.  
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Communicating proposed changes to residents during the summer break could create 
cynicism in the community. Some residents may feel that the City is trying to take advantage 
of the fact that many people are away during school holidays so as to minimise community 
opposition to the proposed changes.   
 
Financial/Budget Implications: 
 
There are no direct financial implications to the City as a result of this report, other than the 
cost of advertising changes to the proposed HOAs. The cost of placing a notice in the local 
newspaper is approximately $300. 
 
Regional Significance: 
 
The draft LHS does not have any direct impact on adjoining local authorities. 
 
Sustainability Implications: 
 
The increase in the range residential densities (up to R60) within the City of Joondalup will 
provide a greater choice of house and land sizes which can cater for a greater range of 
household types from single person to large families. This provision of varied lot and 
dwelling sizes can also offer an increase in affordable housing choices. This will also 
improve social sustainability as it can assist residents to stay in their community, while 
changing housing choice to meet their needs throughout their lifecycle. 
 
The expansion of HOAs to ensure properties within appropriate walkable catchments are 
included will assist in reducing dependency on the private vehicle and encourage alternative 
modes of transport such as walking and cycling. This has potential health (social) and 
energy consumption (environmental) benefits. 
 
Consultation: 
 
Regular consultation has occurred with the Department of Planning during the formulation of 
proposed changes to the HOAs. 
 
Referral/advertisement of the revised HOA boundaries and density codes could be 
undertaken as follows: 
 
x At the end of January, the City will write to all landowners who were not previously 

included within a HOA but will now be included as a result of a boundary change 
(approximately 910 landowners).  
 
The City will request feedback from these owners by the third week in February but will 
also clarify in the letter that the City has limited scope to make further significant 
changes to the HOAs and draft LHS. A map of each HOA and a sheet of Frequently 
Asked Questions will accompany the letter. 
 

x For the benefit of all other residents, the City will place a notice in the local newspaper 
and on the City’s website advertising the proposed changes to the HOAs. The 
advertisement or notice will make it clear that the City has limited scope to make further 
significant changes to the HOAs and draft LHS. Frequently Asked Questions will also be 
placed on the website.  
 

x Any feedback received from the community will be collated and reported back to Council 
at the same time the Council is requested to endorse the final LHS document.   
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x The document and any feedback received will then be sent to the Department of 

Planning for consideration and the WAPC’s endorsement.    
 
It is considered that writing to landowners in late January and allowing them 21 days to 
provide feedback will provide adequate time for landowners to consider their position and 
communicate their views back to the City, given these landowners have already been 
consulted on the draft LHS.  
 
 
COMMENT 
 
The Department of Planning has made it clear that changes are needed to the draft LHS 
before a positive recommendation can be made to the WAPC.  The draft HOAs have been 
reviewed with the densities within the majority of HOAs increased, and the boundaries of six 
HOAs expanded to ensure the inclusion of properties within the appropriate walkable 
catchment. 
 
In addition to the changes to the HOA maps, the Department of Planning has also requested 
that additional justification be provided in regard to the constraints and opportunities for each 
HOA. This information will be included in the final LHS document. The data relating to the 
projected lot yield based on the proposed densities will also need to be recalculated and 
included into the LHS document prior to Council’s adoption of the final revised document. 
 
Further to this, as it has now been some time since the draft LHS document was prepared, 
the City will also need to update the census information in the document.   
 
 
VOTING REQUIREMENTS 
 
Simple Majority. 
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MOVED Cr Amphlett, SECONDED Cr Norman that Council: 
 
1 ADOPTS the revised Local Housing Strategy Housing Opportunity Area maps 

as detailed in Attachment 1 to Report CJ289-12/12, for the purposes of:  
 

1.1 consultation with landowners newly included within a Housing 
Opportunity Area to allow these owners to provide feedback on the 
proposed changes in boundaries and densities within the Housing 
Opportunity Areas;  

 
1.2 informing all other landowners and residents of the proposed changes 

in boundaries and densities in the Housing Opportunity Areas; 
 

2 ENDORSES the following approach to consultation with landowners newly 
included within a Housing Opportunity Area detailed in Part 1.1 above: 

 
2.1 At the end of January, letters will be sent to all landowners who were not 

previously included within a HOA but will now be included as a result of 
a boundary change; 

 
2.2 The letter will clarify that the City has limited scope to make further 

significant changes to the Housing Opportunity Areas; 
 

2.3 A map of each Housing Opportunity Area and a sheet of Frequently 
Asked Questions will accompany the letter; 

 
2.4 Landowners will be requested to provide feedback by 22 February 2013; 

 
3 ENDORSES the following approach to informing all other landowners and 

residents of the proposed changes in boundaries and densities in the Housing 
Opportunity Areas detailed in Part 1.2 above: 

 
3.1 Advertisements will be placed in the local newspaper and notices and 

Frequently Asked Questions will be placed on the City’s website for the 
benefit of all other landowners and residents; 

 
4 NOTES that any feedback received from the community will be reported back 

to Council at the same time Council’s endorsement of the final revised Local 
Housing Strategy document is sought.  
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AMENDMENT MOVED Cr Corr, SECONDED Cr Ritchie that the motion be amended as 
follows: 
 
1 The addition of a new Part 1.2 to read: 
 

“1.2 consultation with landowners within a Housing Opportunity Area where the 
proposed residential density code has changed;”; 

 
2 Previous Part 1.2 to be renumbered 1.3; 
 
3 Parts 2 and 2.1 to be amended to read: 
 

“2      ENDORSES the following approach to consultation with landowners detailed 
in Part 1.1 and 1.2 above: 

 
2.1     at the end of January, letters will be sent to all landowners who were 

not previously included within a HOA but will now be included as a 
result of a boundary change, or where the proposed residential density 
code has changed;”; 

 
4 Part 3 to be amended to read: 
 

“3      ENDORSES the following approach to informing all other landowners and 
residents of the proposed changes in boundaries and densities in the Housing 
Opportunity Areas detailed in Part 1.3 above;”. 

 
The Amendment was Put and          LOST (4/9) 
 
In favour of the Amendment:  Crs Chester, Corr, Fishwick and Ritchie. 
Against the Amendment:   Mayor Pickard, Crs Amphlett, Gobbert, Hamilton-Prime, Hollywood, McLean, 
Norman, Taylor and Thomas. 
 
 
The Director Planning and Community Development entered the Chamber at 9.22pm. 
 
The Director Governance and Strategy left the Chamber at 9.24pm and returned at 9.29pm. 
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C84-12/12 PROCEDURAL MOTION – THE MOTION BE NOW PUT – [02154, 08122] 
 
MOVED Cr Gobbert, SECONDED Cr Hamilton-Prime that in accordance with Clause 58 
(d) of the City’s Standing Orders Local Law 2005 the MOTION BE NOW PUT. 
 
The Procedural Motion was Put and          CARRIED (10/3) 
 
In favour of the Procedural Motion:  Mayor Pickard, Crs Amphlett, Chester, Fishwick, Gobbert, Hamilton-
Prime, Hollywood, McLean, Taylor and Thomas. 
Against the Procedural Motion:   Crs Corr, Norman and Ritchie.   
 
 
The Motion as Moved by Cr Amphlett, and Seconded by Cr Norman was Put and 
  CARRIED (10/3) 
 
In favour of the Motion:  Mayor Pickard, Crs Amphlett, Fishwick, Gobbert, Hamilton-Prime, Hollywood, McLean, 
Norman, Taylor and Thomas. 
Against the Motion:   Crs Chester, Corr and Ritchie. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 25 refers 
 
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here:   Attach25agn111212.pdf 


